
Lesson 3.4
Survival Podcasts Made Easy

How to Play a Podcast Episode

All right, now that you understand how to download a podcasting app, how to find a
show that you like, how to find an episode you like. Now let's cover the most important
aspect of all this. How to get a podcast episode to play.

Step #1 - Find the Episode You Want to Listen to

The way you do that is you come in and you just find the episodes here underneath
whatever show it is. You scroll down and you can either click on the middle of an
episode that'll take you to the episode where you can read the show notes.

Step #2 - Click the Play Button

You can click play right there. You can go back and you see the little blue button there
that has the arrow on it that you can click play there.

Next and Last Episodes

You can come in, you can click play next or play the last
episode.

The way I prefer to listen to them is I open the show up just
like this so I can see where I'm at with the show and see
what's going on with it.

Forward and Reverse

If you look down here at the bottom on both sides of the play
arrow, the white arrow in the middle is the play arrow. You'll
see a circle with a "15" going backward and a circle with a "30"
going forwards. Sometimes those numbers are different
depending on the settings on your app.
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You can change those and each one of those numbers means
seconds. So that's by pressing the arrow where it goes to the left,
which means I can go backward 15 seconds. So if I hear something
that's good, I'm like, "Wow, I want to listen to that again," I can press
that and go backward 15 seconds.

Likewise, I can press the arrow to go forward 30 seconds if it's like a
commercial. Some podcasts do have commercials in the podcast.
For example, on the commercials, you'll have a podcast like Joe
Rogan, and he'll have four or five minutes of commercials in a
podcast, and his podcasts are usually two and a half three hours
long. So four or five minutes of commercials aren't that bad, and you
can fast forward through them.

And what I do when I'm ready to play an episode that I want to listen
to. For example, I want to listen to Mind4Survival, Episode 67, "Are
Preppers Crazy? How to Overcome the Stereotype." Just go down
and hit the play button.

And there you have it how to play a podcast episode so that you way you can improve
your survival and preparedness.
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https://mind4survival.com/are-preppers-crazy-how-to-overcome-the-stereotype/

